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Asymptotic distributional theorems are presented for the maximal sojourn duration on a 
semi-Markov chain and for the first passage time until a lengthy duration. Our analysis characterizes 
the limiting behavior of the longest “generalized success outcome” on a semi-Markov chain. The 
models include long runs on a single state, on a group of states, and on a set of transitions between 
states. Applications to success durations containing interruptions and to durations having infinite 
mean length are also presented. 
success duration * semi-Markov process * first passage time * exponential limit distribution 
1. Introduction 
This paper investigates the asymptotic distributional properties of the length of 
long repeating patterns in a random string composed of letters from a finite alphabet. 
The main result of the paper pertains to the distributional properties of the random 
variable M(N) assessing the maximal “sucess duration” in a given time span of 
extent N and of the first passage time variable T(x) defined as the time span until 
a “success run” of length at least x is first attained. 
The model of sequence generation involves transitions on a Markov chain. Within 
a Markov chain, a “success run” is defined by specifying a group of success states: 
a “success run” in this context is a continuous occupation from the time of first 
entering until the first departure time from the success states. In a given time span 
(say, N transitions) there can be several success runs. 
It is convenient to recast the Markov chain problem into the framework of the 
longest sojourn duration in a state (or set of states) of a semi-Markov process. 
Recall that a semi-Markov process involves Markov-dependent transitions on the 
state space with general random inter-transition duration lengths. A sojourn is a 
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continuous occupation of a specked state (or set of states). An asymptotic analysis 
of the maximum sojourn duration of the semi-Markov process during the time span 
[0, N] is the main focus of this paper. 
The following are prototype models. For the first two models, let X be a Markov 
chain on the states 1,. . . , r. For the third model, let X be a semi-Markov process 
on thestates l,...,~. 
Model 1. Let 1 denote the set of “success states.” We say that a success occurs at 
time k if X, E I. A “success run” of length I occurs over time interval [k + 1, k + I+ 1) 
ifX,Ex,XX,+iEEforall lsi~l-l,andX k+l & I. Thus a success run of length 1 
consists of a transition into 2 followed by 1- 1 transitions within 1 and terminated 
by a transition to a state outside of 2. 
Model 2. Let 1 denote the set of “success transitions.” A success transition occurs 
at time if (X,, occurs time 
[k+l, if (Xk+i,Xk+i+l)~E all but 
X,+1+,) XI;. 
Model 3. Let 1 denote the set of “success transitions.” We say that a “success 
duration” of X of length n having type (i,j) occurs over time span [t, I+ 7) if a 
transition to state i occurs at time 1, the next transition is to state j and occurs at 
time t + 7, and (i,j) E Z. The length n of the success duration is a random variable 
depending on the pair of states (i,i). 
These models of generalized success runs in the context of Markov generated 
random letter sequences from a finite alphabet include the lengths of the longest 
run of a single letter, of any letter from a group of letters, and of a run composed 
of a specified repeating pattern. Model 3, formulated as the longest success duration 
on a semi-Markov process, subsumes these examples. Other examples of Model 3 
allow for a cumulative success sojourn composed of a specified number of consecu- 
tive individual success sojourns, and for a process in which the success durations 
have infinite mean lengths. The former example incorporates the notion of a success 
run containing a fixed number of interruptions. 
Part of the motivation for this research comes from the rapidly growing field of 
sequence analysis, which includes comparisons of biological sequences, of speech, 
and of computer text files, see [8, 12, 14, 17, 181 and the references therein. In the 
context of DNA sequence comparisons (with letters A= adenine, C = cytosine, 
G = guanine, and T = thymine), one often asks for the length of the longest run of 
a particular nucleotide in a given sequence. Because the four nucleotides A, C, G, 
and T have biologically important groupings into purines (A and G, having two 
carbon rings) and pyrimidines (C and T, with a single carbon ring) or into weakly 
hydrogen bonding (A, T) and strongly hydrogen bonding (C, G) bases, it is relevant 
to investigate runs of grouped letters in a sequence [IO]. The formation of counter- 
helical Z-DNA tends to be associated with long runs of alternating purine and 
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pyrimidine nucleotides. This example leads to the concept of a run of success 
transitions following alternating, cycling, and other structured sequence patterns. 
A classical problem, which asks for the length HN of the longest run of heads in 
N successive independent tosses of a fair coin, is obviously a case of Model 1. 
Erdiis and Renyi [4] established a strong limit law for HN. Erdijs and RCvCsz [5] 
derived pathwise limit laws of the iterated logarithm type for the lower envelope 
of the maximum run length. Other authors have examined related problems, concen- 
trating mostly on the case of independent identically distributed random variables 
from a finite alphabet [I, 6, 7, 15, 191. Samarova [16] considers a corresponding 
strong limit law for the model of coin tossing generated as a two-state Markov 
chain. Our approach extends to semi-Markov renewal systems an analysis of 
Lamperti [ 131, who investigated the maximal lifetime of a renewal random variable. 
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents several examples of success 
runs on Markov chains. Section 3 provides the formulation and precise statement 
of the principal theorem in the context of semi-Markov sojourn durations, with the 
proofs elaborated in Section 5. Section 4 applies Theorem 1 to the examples of 
Section 2 and indicates other extensions. Section 6 discusses related results of the 
maximal sojourn duration on a selected subset of the original semi-Markov states 
and of a maximal success sojourn duration where each 
mean length. Although our emphasis is on discrete 
extensions to discrete time and general state spaces. 
success sojourn has infinite 
time and space, there are 
2. Examples of patterned success runs in Markov and semi-Markov chains 
2.1. Run on heads in N tosses of a coin 
Consider a sequence of random variables X, , X,, . . . corresponding to 
tions of a coin toss and generated as a Markov chain on the two states 
with transition probabilities governed by the matrix 
observa- 
{He, Ta) 
Define the length of the maximal head run in the first N observations to be 
He(N;a)=max{k]Xi+t=... = Xi+k = He}, for some 0s is N-k and an initial 
state X,, = u. Assuming a similarly defined maximal tail run length Ta( N; a), define 
the maximal length of a coin tossing run in the first N observations to be C( N; u) = 
max{He(N; a), Ta(N: a)}. We shall investigate these variables for the case 
of large N. 
2.2. Grouped state run on an r state Markov chain 
Let X be an r state Markov chain governed by the transition probability matrix 
P = ((~~(1 Ej= ,. Let the collection of states 2 = { 1,2, . . . , rI}, rl < r, define the grouped 
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success states as in Model 1. Thus a run of length r] has the consecutive states X,,, , 
X ,+*, . . , X,+,_, E 1 and is bracketed by Xi E J?Z and Xi+, E 2. Define G(N; a) to 
be the maximal length grouped success duration to time N. 
2.3. Grouped transition run on an r state Markov chain 
We refine the concept of the grouped success set to include certain transitions as 
in Model 2. Accordingly suppose that the set of success transitions is CZ = 
{((+ 1, %I, (u*, 4,. . . , (c,, , &,)I, 1 =G cii, si 5 r for 1 c i c rl, a proper subset of the 
allowable transitions of the Markov chain X. Define the maximal length grouped 
transition success run until time N to be 
and some 1s i + j s N, X governed by P, X0 = CT}. (1) 
Associated with each success set 2 is the indicator matrix @(I) having unit 
values corresponding to transitions within I. We shall use 2 and @ to characterize 
runs obeying general repeating patterns. For instance, the success set 2 = 
{(1,2), (2,l)) generates a set of alternating runs and the set I= 
{(1,2), (2,3), . . . , (r - 1, r), (r, 1)) generates a set of r-cycling runs. 
The repeating patterns of Guibas and Odlyzko [6] can be formulated as a Markov 
chain with additional states. We illustrate the method with the pattern HHTHHT . . * 
on two states H and T. The pattern can also be written as a 3-cycling success run 
on states HHT-, HTH+ THH * * * in a Markov chain having eight states. 
2.4. Semi-Markov restatement of coin tossing model 
In order to incorporate the coin tossing model within the framework of the basic 
limit theorems, we reformulate the Markov chain of coin outcomes as a semi-Markov 
process on two states. State He+ represents a run of head outcomes having a 
geometrically distributed random length (with parameter (Y), while state Tat rep- 
resents a run of tail outcomes also with a geometrically distributed random length 
(with parameter fi). More specifically, we define He+ as a consecutive set of head 
outcomes that is bracketed before and after by tail outcomes. Ta+ is similarly defined. 
Thus the semi-Markov process alternates between visits to states He+ and Ta+. 
The restatement of the coin tossing model yields a two state semi-Markov process 
on the states {He+, Ta+} with transition probability matrix 
and having sojourn durations governed by the probability density functions fHe+( k) = 
(I -cx)a ‘-’ and ff,+( k) = (1 -/I)/? k-‘. 
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3. Formulation and statement of results 
We now form the general model to be analyzed in Theorem 1. Suppose X0, X, , . . . 
is a semi-Markov process on r states. We represent the process by the pair X, = 
(v~, To). The state realized is labeled ffk, while rk is the sojourn duration in that 
state until the next transition. Let E be the matrix of all unit entries. Assume that 
state transitions are governed by the irreducible aperiodic transition probability 
matrix Q = 11 qij 11 ;j=l, where q,j = Pr{gk+, = j 1 uk = i}. Durations between transitions 
are governed by the conditional distributions 
E-F(t)=IIl-Fj(t)ll;j=,, l-F,,(t)=Pr{Tk>tl~kki,~k+l=j}. (2) 
The mean sojourn durations aV = jr (1 - J$( t)) d t are assumed to be finite. These 
are displayed in matrix form as A = 11 aV 11 lj= 1. 
Suppose now that the transition times from state to state are tk = cr:i Ti, k = 1, 
2 ,..-, with t, = 0. With this preparation the “age of the current sojourn” conditioned 
on the initial state X,, = (T is defined to be Z,(l) = 5 - max{ tk ( tk 6 5, X0 = a}. Given 
Z,(l) we define 
M,(t) = sup Z,(l) and T,(x) = min 5, (3) 
CGf i&,(t)~x 
the maximum of the individual sojourn times until time t and the first passage time 
until a success state duration of length at least x, respectively. These two random 
variables obey the standard duality relationship 
Pr{M,(t)<x}=Pr{T,(x)> 1). (4) 
Define an index pair (i, j) to be relevant if qV > 0. A relevant distribution F-,(x) 
is indicated by a relevant index pair. We say the two distribution tails 1 - F’(x) and 
1 - &r(x) have the same order growth if 
o<o<l-F~(xL~<co 
l-&(x)- . 
We also say that 1 - FV(x) is a largest order tail if (i, j) is a relevant index pair and 
there exists a finite positive constant c such that 
lim sup 
1 - Fk,(x) 
< c for all 1 G k, 1s r. 
x-r02 1 -E?(x) 
The order growth of M,(t) depends on the behavior of the largest order tail 
(1 - Fii(x)). If there are several such distributions having commensurate largest 
order tail growth, all will contribute to the determination of M,(t). 
We introduce the monotonically increasing normalizing function b(x) and the 
normalized tail functions 
H(x) = IIHij(x>ll~j=l, H,(x) = b(x)(l - Fi,(x)), (5) 
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such that the largest normalized tail has upper limit 
max lim sup H,(X) = 1. 
reievant(i,j) x-m 
(6) 
Before stating the main theorems on the limiting behaviors of M,(r) and T,(x) 
it will be convenient to specify the following notation. Let w = WQ be the stationary 
frequency vector of the Markov transition matrix and set e = (1, 1, . . . , 1). The matrix 
composition A 0 B denotes the Schur matrix product I( a,bo I( and (a, b) = xi a;bi the 
usual inner product. For compactness, we define the normalized tail quantity 
p(x)=(~y Q"H(x)e)=CL,j=, wiqvH,(x) 
(w, Q 0 A4 c;_+ wiqiiaV ’ x’“. 
The quantities 
p+ = lim sup p(x) and p- = lim inf p(x) 
x-m x-cc 
(7) 
(8) 
are finite and positive by virtue of equation (6). 
3.1. Basic limit theorem and corollaries 
The following theorem embodies the main result of the paper. It characterizes 
the limiting behavior of the maximal sojourn duration for a semi-Markov chain. 
Several applications are given in the next section. 
Theorem 1. Let X,,, X1, . . . be a semi-Markov process on a finite number of states 
having transition matrix Q and matrix of mean durations A, with the maximal sojourn 
duration M-(t) and first passage time variable T-(x), as defined in equation (3). 
Assume the individual sojourn duration tail distributions 1 - c,,(x) are normalized by 
thefunction b(x) (see equations (5) and (6)). Let p- and p+ be determined by equation 
(8). Then there is a collection of limit distributions for the first passage time T,(x) in 
the sense that for any sequence of values x, , x2, . _ _ + 00, there exists a subsequence 
YI=XY,,Y2=X”*,... + CD and an appropriate p’= lim,,, p(y,), p_ =S p’s p+, such that 
the first passage time of achieving a sojourn duration exceeding y, obeys 
fizPr{T,(y,)s b(y,)t}=l-e-‘P’. 
_ (9) 
For each value oft there exists a subsequence {u, = u,(t) = tb(y,)};“=, such that 
(10) 
where b-’ denotes the inverse function to b. 
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The oscillation of p(x) affects the limiting character of M,(u). However, it is 
possible to normalize by the oscillating term and derive a single limit law for M,(u). 
Theorem 2 of Section 4.1 indicates how this is done. 
Corollary 1. Upper and lower limit distributions of the maximal sojourn duration 
variable are 
lim sup Pr{M,( 11 u ] ) < b-‘( u/ t)} = e-lp- (11) 
u-00 
and 
lir_&f Pr{ M,( [u ] ) < b-‘( u/ t)} = emfp+. (12) 
The existence of a limit distribution for M,( [uJ ) depends on the limiting behavior 
of p(x) as x grows large. If lim,,, p(x) = p^ exists, then T,(x) has a single limiting 
distribution along any limit sequence {x}, as does M,( [u]). If each HV(x) has a 
unique limit then p^ exists. 
For success runs of a discrete time Markov chain, the function H(x) may lack a 
limit due to the discreteness of the sojourn duration distributions or the existence 
of periodic patterns. If p(x) has multiple limit points, then T,(x) has different 
limiting distributions along appropriate subsequences. 
The following example illustrates the effect on H(x) of a discrete tail. Define lx] 
to be the greatest integer not exceeding x. Let 1 -F(x) = (Y eSAX and let 1 -s(x) = 
l-F([x])=ae -*lx1 for some (Y, A > 0. Define 6(x) = (Y-I eA(X-‘) and b(x) = a-’ eAX. 
Therefore H(x) = b(x)(l -F(x)) = 1, while lim sup,,, A(x) lim SUP._~ C(x)(l - 
E(x)) = 1 and lim inf,,, A(x) = e-* < 1. 
Corollary 2. Suppose that all relevant distribution functions with largest order tail 
growth have exponential tail behavior, e.g., max relevant(i,j){l - Wx)l= A", for SOme 
O<A<l. Then $=lim,,,p (x) exists and the maximal sojourn duration random 
variable has the limiting distribution 
?LlPr M,([u])-_~nh(z =exp(-;A’). 
{ 
in(u) 
1 
4. Applications of Theorem 1 
(13) 
As suggested in the models preceding Theorem 1, the generalized sojourn durations 
include runs of a single state, runs on any of several single states, runs on a group 
of states, and runs on a subset of all state transitions. In addition to considering 
these models, this section applies Theorem 1 to an example of a semi-Markov 
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process in which a cumulative sojourn duration is an aggregate of c + 1 consecutive 
individual sojourns. 
4.1. The induced semi-Markov process for a grouped transition run on an r state 
Markov chain 
Consider a Markov chain X,, X2,. . . on the states 1, 2,. . . , r with transition 
probability matrix I? Let 1 = {((T, , s,), . . . , (a,, , s,,)} be the set of transitions regarded 
as successes. All others are considered failure transitions. Let @J(E) be the indicator 
matrix for the success set 1, i.e., @(I) = Il&ll :j=,, where & = 1 if and only if (i, j) 
is a success transition in 1‘; & = 0 otherwise. 
The matrix S denotes the success transition probabilities of the grouped transition 
runs. The matrix R denotes the remaining (failure) transitions. In matrix notation 
we represent these variables as 
S=@(z)oP and R=P-S=(E--@(E))~P (14) 
Because S is (sub)stochastic, the principal (Frobenius) eigenvalue of S obeys 
0 G A(S) zz 1. We further assume strict inequality, for the extreme cases represent 
trivial Markov processes. 
Recall that a success transition run of length k> 1 consists of k- 1 transitions 
according to S followed by a failure transition in R. The transition probability 
matrix of the induced semi-Markov process computes the probability of a success 
run starting at state i and making an eventual failure transition to j. Thus 
Q=119~II:,j=,=(I_S)-‘R. (15) 
Let Q have the stationary vector w = wQ. Define the distribution tail 1 - fij(m) to 
be the probability that a success transition run exceeds length m, conditioned on 
starting in state i and ending in state j. 
The induced semi-Markov process on the original set of states 
matrix Q and sojourn duration distributions F(x). Observe that 
has transition 
Qo(E-F(m))=S”Q (16) 
and the matrix of mean sojourn durations A has value 
QoA= C S”Q=(I-S)-‘Q. 
**cl 
(17) 
The order growth of the largest relevant tails depends on the largest eigenvalue 
A = A(S) of the success matrix S. We specify the normalizing function b(x) = A-“, 
which is a continuous approximation to the reciprocal of the decay of S’“‘. The 
matrix H(x) of normalized tail distributions has value 
Q 0 H(x) = b(x)SL”’ Q = A-“SLXJ Q. (18) 
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Consequently, the tail quantity p(x) of equation (7) has the following behavior: 
p(x) =(w, Q 0 H(x)e) = (w, ApxSLxJe) 
(w, Q 0 Ae) (w, (I -S)-‘e)’ (19) 
In terms of Theorem 1, 
p+ = lim sup p(x) and p- = lim inf p(x). (20) 
x-c= x-03 
To simplify these expressions we make use of the limiting behavior of A-“Sm. 
Suppose S is aperiodic, so that U = lim,,, A -“S” exists (Section 4.3 considers the 
case of periodic S). We also take S to be irreducible; in the event that S were 
reducible, each irreducible submatrix could be handled by similar means. The 
relation S” = A”U(1 +O(pm)), where IpI< 1, permits a simplification of p(x) as 
x+00. We have 
(21) 
Theorem 1 can be restated as a global limit theorem in the special case where 
the normalizing function b(x) has exponential growth. We formulate Theorem 2 as 
a limiting distribution for the special case of an induced semi-Markov process. 
Theorem 2. Suppose that the underlying Markov process follows a stationary success 
transition runs model with success and failure transition matrices S and R, respectively. 
Let A denote the principal eigenvalue of S. Suppose that the limit U = lim,,, A-“S” 
exists. Dejine Q and A according to equations (15) and (17), with w = wQ the stationary 
vector of the semi-Markov transition matrix. Let 6( u, z) be the truncation term defined 
by 
In u 
-+z++(u,z)= 
-In A 
where u grows to in$nity and z is a fixed real parameter. The induced semi-Markov 
process has the limiting maximal success transition duration distribution 
'e . 
) 
Equivalently, 
(22) 
(23) 
as u-co. 
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A formal proof of this version of the limit theorem will not be given 
4.2. Success runs on a group of states 
In this example let a success run consist of a continuous occupation time within 
one of two groups of states Z,={1,2 ,..., r,} and &={r,+l,r,+f ,..., r,}, for 
lsr,Gr,Cr. Let&={r,+l,r,+2 ,..., r} be the group of failure states. 
The transition probability matrix P of the Markov chain has the following block 
decomposition based on the groups I,, &, and & : 
Reflecting this decomposition, the success transition, failure transition, and induced 
semi-Markov transition matrices are 
(25) 
and 
i 
0 (I-p,,)-‘pr, (I-p,,)-‘p,, 
Q= (I-P,,)-‘f’,, 0 (I- P2J’Pz . (26) 
P3, P32 P33 
The semi-Markov transition matrix Q has the stationary vector w = ( w1 , w2, wJ = wQ, 
conforming to the block structure of S. The limiting behavior of p(x) is determined 
according to Theorem 1 using equation (21). 
We now consider the application to dependent coin tossing. Let X be the Markov 
chain of dependent coin tosses having transition probability matrix 
He Ta 
(27) 
Let us assume that LY 2 /3. The variable of interest at hand is C( N; u), the maximal 
head run or tail run length during the first N coin tosses following P. The induced 
semi-Markov chain has two groups of success states, 2, = {He} and & = {Ta}. The 
failure group is empty. 
The success and failure state transition matrices are respectively 
0 
and R= 
1-p 
(28) 
The semi-Markov transition matrix Q = (” ’ 1 o), with stationary vector w = (4, f). 
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The function p(x) of equations (19-21) in the present instance has the asymptotic 
bounds 
i 
1-a ifa=& 
p-= 1 
( 
1 
> 
--1 
- - 
17X+1-P 
ifa>& 
and 
1 
(1 -al/a if a = p, 
p-t= a-l 
( 
1 1 
> 
-1 
-_ 
l-a+1+ 
if (Y > p. 
(29) 
In the independent case (a = 1 -p), C(N; a) depends on p(x) with the limiting 
behavior 
P(X) 
1 
a(l-c~) ifa>f, 
p= Ji_E &X+txJ 
(l-a) if (Y = $. 
(30) 
We now specialize the above result to the case of head runs with (Y = 1-p. For 
each sequence of values x, , x2,. . . + CD, let y, = x,, , y, = xv2 , . . . + co be chosen so 
that p^ = Em,,, p(y,). For each value z define the subsequence uI = u,(z) = h-(z+yf); 
in this case A = (Y. Then the maximal success duration has a limit probability 
fi_~Pr 
In (~1) 
He([u,J; a)-_I~<<z (31) 
and p_ = a(1 - CX) cfic p+ = (1 -a). The bounds p- and p+ are independent of 
whether cr > p. Comparison of the heads success run and the heads-or-tails success 
run shows that the introduction of two possible success run types alters the behavior 
of p_ and p+ only in the case LY = p. 
4.3. Success runs on a set of transitions 
This example illustrates the behavior of GT(N; o), the maximal run length on a 
set of success transitions. The (0, 1) selector matrix @ = 11 &II Lj=r will be the indicator 
matrix for success transitions. We define the success transition matrix S = Q, 0 P and 
the failure transition matrix R = P-S. 
Consider now the situation where the success transition matrix S is periodic, with 
k roots of modulus A(S). We now modify the notation of equations (19-21), defining 
U = lim,,, A(S)-“kS”k and r, = A-‘US’ for 0s I < k. Thus A-t”‘StxJ = r, +0(6”), 
for some 0~ 6 < 1 and for 1x1 = 1 mod k. In these terms, 
P(X) ( w, r,e> p= 
p-2 A --x+ Lx) (w, (I-S)-‘e)’ 
(32) 
where the limit is taken as n + CO along values x = nk + I + 5, for 0 c I< k integers 
and 0 s 5 < 1 a constant. 
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In this context, we consider the example of runs alternating between states 1 and 
2 in a two state Markov chain. A repeated occurrence of state 1 or of state 2 
terminates the alternating run. Let the governing transition matrix be P= (,Zp ‘p”). 
The selector matrix is @ = (T A). Due to the nature of the alternating runs, the 
success and failure transition matrices are 
S=@oP= 
0 l-a 
and R=P-S= 
1-p 0 
(33) 
The induced semi-Markov transition probability matrix and stationary density vector 
are 
Q=(I-S)-‘R=(a+P-@)-I 
(1 -a)@ p 
> 
and 
w= (I--Pb ( (l--Ly)P > a+p-2ap’a+p-2cq3 . 
The normalizing function b(x) = A-” depends 
Clearly U = lim,,, A-2mS2m = I. Also, r, = I and 
(32), the normalized tail quantity p(x) thus obeys 
on A=h(S) 
r, =S/A. In 
(35) 
=J(l-cZ)(l-p). 
terms of equation 
(36) 
lxJ=21+1. 
In the case of independent letter probabilities (Y = p and p = q = 1 -p, p_ = G and 
P+ = (I- 2P?)l4G. 
In the present case, the order growth in the limit laws of Theorem 1 depends on 
A = (&I”, but it is clear that there is odd-even oscillation of the distributions, 
depending on whether an odd or even limiting subsequence is chosen. In general, 
a k-cycling success run will generate k cluster points of p(x) within the range 
[P- 9 P+l. 
4.4. Maximal cumulative sojourn durations 
As an extension of the previous examples, we wish to ascertain the asymptotic 
distribution of the length of the longest sojourn duration allowing for at most c 
interruptions. This model is contained within the framework of the longest sojourn 
duration formed as the cumulation of c+ 1 successive individual sojourns. As a 
special case, we will examine the case of exponentially distributed individual 
durations delimited by point interruptions of zero length. Here the order growth of 
the maximal cumulative sojourn duration is A-‘(ln N + c In In N) up to an additive 
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constant. In the discrete runs model, we would consider each non-sojourn transition 
to be an interruption of unit length; two adjacent interruptions would then demarcate 
a zero length success sojourn. The same order growth is observed as for the 
continuous duration model. 
The semi-Markov model we analyze covers the applications to grouped and 
transition success runs. The general setting of c+ 1 success sojourns interspersed 
with c interruption sojourns of length distributions can be handled with the selection 
methods of Section 6.1. Other authors have considered the properties of interrupted 
success runs and additional types of word comparisons [l, 4, 7, 121. 
Let X = (u, 7) be a semi-Markov chain with transition probability matrix Q = 
I(qtiII~,,=,, sojourn duration distributions H(x) = IIH,j(x)ll~j=l, and corresponding 
probability densities h,(x). The “c-cumulative” sojourn alternatives WLrntm, consist 
of the c + 1 individual sojourns from epoch (c + 1 )n + M to epoch (c + l)( n + 1) + m, 
for n =0, 1,. . . and starting at transition epoch m. Thus each W’“’ is a division of 
the sojourns of X, starting from state a,, into consecutive c-cumulative sojourns. 
The maximum max,,,,, W (m) is the length of the maximal interrupted sojourn 
duration on X in a prescribed time horizon of N units. 
We shall focus on the particular c-cumulative sojourns W,, = WY’= (c?“,, ?,,). In 
terms of the semi-Markov process X, the state is &,, = u(~+,)~ and the duration is 
$” = Cf=o Tj+(c+l)n. 
We shall now construct the transition matrix Zl = II~Vl( lj=, and distribution matrix 
F(x) for the c-cumulative event W. The probability of such a c-cumulative sojourn 
from state i to state j having duration exactly 5 is a weighted sum over c+ 1 
transitions on the matrix Q as follows: 
ntj_Lj(l) =C 
i 
Ii qm,m,+,kvn,+,(xt+J dx. (37) 
.+,=[ t=o 
Here m = (rn,,, . . . , m,+, , WI  x’;...+:h m. = i and m,,, = j, is the vector of states between i 
and j and x=(x,,._.,x,+i ) is the duration vector with element sum 5. We write 
qkthkt(x) to denote the probability of a single duration of length x in transition from 
k to 1. 
We take as a special case the example where all individual sojourn durations of 
largest order tail growth have exponential tail distributions 1 - HV(x) = e-hx and 
identify by the selector matrix @ = l/&I/~,=, those durations having 
lim inf,,, ehx( 1 - H,(x)) > 0. For these transitions the selector element is & = 1; it 
is zero otherwise. With this notation, @ 0 H is the matrix of largest order growth 
sojourn duration distributions. 
In this special case equation (37) simplifies to 
C+* A e --A(x,+...+xc+,) dx, (38) 
plus lower order terms due to durations from transitions in (E - @) 0 H; once again 
m,,= iand m,,, = j. Combining terms into matrix notation and integrating the density 
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function yields 
n,oF(y)=(@o Q)‘“( 1 -e-‘” i (*y)‘/l!), 
I=0 
(39) 
plus lower order terms as y+ 00. Clearly the selected transition matrix IZ, = 
(@“Q) ‘+I is the probability matrix of all c-cumulative transitions containing exactly 
c+ 1 component sojourns of largest order tail growth. The distribution tail of 
c-cumulative success durations is clearly 
II, 0 (E -F(y)) = II@ ( eeAy ,io (AYW! 9 > (40) 
plus lower order terms in y. For large y, the principal term is II, 0 (E-F(y)) = 
IZG(e-AY(Ay)c/c!). The correct normalization function b(y) is the reciprocal of this 
term, b(x) = e^‘c!/(~y)‘. In effect, we have formed a selected sojourn composed 
entirely of individual runs with largest order growth. 
The matrix of mean duration lengths does not reflect the selected behavior of the 
distribution functions. As in Section 6.1, the mean c-cumulative duration is aug- 
mented by both selected (largest order growth) and all other durations. With B 
equal to the matrix of mean durations of X, the matrix of mean durations for W 
is (c+ l)B. Combining terms yields the normalized tail quantity 
p’=;_l&p(x)2 (wpn*e) 
c+l (w, Qo Be)’ 
(41) 
Using the normalizing function b(x), its inverse b-‘(N) = 
A-‘(ln N+c In In N-l n c!) + O(ln In N/in N), and pertaining to the existence of 
a limit of p(x), we can now invoke the basic limit theorem to produce 
lim Pr 
N-02 { 
W(N)- 
lnN+clnlnN-lnc! 
< t 
A I 
= exp( -p’ e-“‘). (42) 
We note that the methods of this section generalize to cumulative runs allowing 
intervening failure durations of arbitrary distributions (even when the interrupting 
runs have higher order growth) by considering a selected cumulative process having 
c + 1 success sojourns and c interrupting sojourns. 
5. Proof of basic limit theorem 
The present proof extends a line of reasoning for the maximal lifetime of a one 
dimensional renewal process set forth by Lamperti [13]. It is advantageous to 
examine the limiting behavior of the dual first passage variable T(x) and then 
exploit the duality relation (4). 
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Proof of Theorem 1. Let U,( 8, x) be the Laplace transform of the normalized (the 
normalizing factor is b(x)) first passage time until a sojourn of duration at least x 
starting from the initial state (TV= i Thus 
ui( 0, x) = E[e-BS’“‘lb’“‘]. (43) 
Ui( 8, x) decomposes based on whether the first sojourn duration exceeds x or 
not. The probability that T;(x) = x is 1 - Fi(X) = Cj qii(l - E;,(X)). Should the first 
sojourn duration fail to exceed x, we have Ti(x) = y+ T,(x) with probability 
qGdF,,(y) for lGi,jGraandO<y<x. 
From this decomposition we obtain 
Ui( 8, x) = i qv( 1 -E;,(x)) e-sx’b(Xt+ i qij 
X 
E[e-%‘+T,(x))/b(x) 1 dF,,(y) 
j=I j=l I 0 
=,$, qij(l -F;,(x)) e-er’b’X)+j$, q,uj(e, x) IX e-ey’b(x) dFJy). 
0 
(44) 
Define C,( 8, x) = (1 - E(x)) e-ex’b(x) = Cj qv( 1 - F-,(x)) e-ex’b(x) and in vector form 
C(Rx)=(C,(@,x), CA&x),..., C,(e, x)). Define the function D,(B, x) = 
5,” e- ey’b(x) dej(y), which we write in matrix form D( 8, x) = ]I@( 0, x)1] lizi. 
The linear system in Ui( 8, x) has the form 
U(~,X)=~(~,X)+(Q~D(~,~))U(~,X). (45) 
It remains to solve for U(e, x) and assess its limit behavior as x grows large. 
Lemma 1. The normalizing function b(x) obeys lim,,, x/b(x) = 0. 
Proof. Because aU = jp (1 - Fi,(x)) dx < 00 and since 1 - Fu(x) is monotone in x, it 
follows that x(1 - Fv(x)) = xHu(x)/b(x) + 0 as x+ co for all i and j. By the definition 
of b(x) there exist relevant i and j such that lim inf,,, H,(x) > 0, implying that 
hi-n,,, x/b(x) = 0. 
Lemma 2. For x + CO and 8 fixed, the element Cj( 0, x) has the asymptotic expansion 
C,(&x)=C~=, qu(l-Fj(x))(l+O(xlb(x))). 
Proof. Immediate from Lemma 1. 
Lemma 3. The relevant matrix element Dii( 8, x) has the asymptotic expansion 
> 
(I +0(6(x))), 
whereS(x)=x/b(x)+jzl-Fv(y)dy+O asx+m. 
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Proof. Integration by parts converts D,(B, x) to 
D,(O,x)=l-e- 0x/-)( 1 -F;,(x)) ---& 
I 
x (1 - fij(Y)) e-ey/b(x) dy. (47) 
0 
Application of Lemma 1 completes the proof. 
Lemma 4. Let Q be an r by r irreducible stochastic matrix with stationary vector 
w = wQ. DeJine G= I - Q and its cofactor matrix B = adj( C’), where GT is the 
transpose of G. Then B is a rank one matrix equal to cweT. 
Proof. Because Q is irreducible it has a simple unity eigenvalue, and accordingly 
G = Z - Q is of rank r - 1. Therefore both the left and right null-spaces of Z - Q are 
of dimension one. Because G is singular, adj( G)G = G adj( G) = 0. Thus every row 
of adj(G) is a non-trivial vector in the left null-space of G and hence a multiple of 
w. This implies that adj( G) is the rank one matrix uwT. We apply the same argument 
to see that each column of adj( G) is a multiple of e. Therefore u = ce, a multiple 
of the vector of unit values, and thereby B = cweT. 
Lemma 5. The determinant 
/I- q,,D,,(e, x) -q,zD,z(O, x) * . . -s,rQr(9 x) 
-qz,&(4 xl 
detll-QoD(B,x)l=det . 
1 - qdM& xl . . . -dMt xl 
-qr,Dr,(@ x> -qJM& x) * * . I- qrJ’rr(4 xl 
(48) 
has the asymptotic value 
as x + CO, for c defined in Lemma 4 and 6(x) given in Lemma 3. (Recall that (a, b) 
stands for the inner product.) 
Proof. We note that the matrix Z - Q 0 D(0, x) can also be expressed as 
by expanding D,(t9, x) as in Lemma 3. The terms E-F(x) and l/b(x) approach 
zero at the same rate. As any term in the cofactor sum with two or more factors of 
size l/b(x) will be asymptotically negligible, the determinant in equation (48) equals 
detll- QI = 0 plus the sum of all determinants in which a single column of I- Q 
is replaced by a single column of Q 0 (E -F(x)+(B/b(x))A). 
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Expansion by cofactors along the column from Q 0 (E -F(x) + (0/ b(x))A) yields 
det)l--Q/-t i (-I)‘+‘A,q, l--Fv(x)+ -8--a,, (l+O(~(x))), 
b(x) > 
(51) 
i,j=l 
where (-l)““A, is the cofactor of I - Q obtained by deleting row i and column j. 
The statement of the Lemma reproduces the above equation with the aid of 
Lemma 4. 
Lemma 6. The determinant in the numerator of the Cramer’s rule expression for 
Ui(O, x) (equation (55)) has the asymptotic value 
c(w, Q"(E:-F(x))e)(l+77(x)), (52) 
where lim x_,m n(x) = 0, independent of the index i. The value c is the constant of 
Lemma 4. 
Proof. We display the solution of equation (45) by Cramer’s rule for index j = 1 
giving 
de@ - Q 0 D( 8, x)1 U,( 8, x) 
C,(& x) -qr2D12(er x) . . . -41rwe, -4 
cm, 4 1 -uw-t 4 . . . -dMe, 4 
= det C,( 0, X) -q32h(e, x) . . . -uw4 x) . (53) 
c,(e, X) -qr2DrZ(e, X) . . . 1 - 4,,ar( 6x1 
We expand the right hand determinant above along the first column yielding 
i Ci(e,x)(-i)‘+‘Ail(e,x)= i cwiqG(I-Fv(x))(l+O(ij(x)+x/b(x))), (54) 
i=l i,j=l 
for some function G(x)+ 0 as x+m. Setting n(x) = 6(x)+x/b(x) and rewriting 
the identity in matrix form completes the proof of the lemma for index j = 1. The 
argument for arbitrary j is analogous. 
We now continue with the proof of Theorem 1. Define the vector ei = 
(0,. . . , 0, 1, 0, . . . ) 0) with a 1 in coordinate i. Solution of equation (45) for ui(8, X) 
relies on Cramer’s rule and yields 
u,(e X)=detl(l-Q~D(B,x))o-eie~)fC(e,x)eTi 
I , 
detll- Q 0 We, x)1 
(55) 
The denominator and numerator were the subjects of Lemmas 5 and 6. Let E(X) = 
max(s(x), n(x)). The combined results of Lemmas 5 and 6 indicate that 
q(e, X) = (w, Q 0 (E -Vx))e) 
8 
(1+0(&(x))), (56) 
E-F(x)+-A 
b(x) 
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as x 00. Multiplying both numerator denominator by Q 0 Ae) yields 
Ui( 8, x) = g-&o +0(&(x))) (57) 
as x + CD, independent of the starting state i. 
By virtue of the continuity theorem for Laplace transforms, we know that if g(y) 
is a random variable and lim,,,, E[e-eg(Y’] = y/(y+ 0) exists, then g(y) has the 
limit law lim,,, Pr{g(y) S t} = 1 - eCY’. For any monotone sequence of values xl, 
XT,... jw,lety,=x,,,y,=x,,. . + CO be chosen so that p’= lim,,, p(y,). Applica- 
tion of the continuity theorem along the subsequence proves that 
ji”, Pr{ T,(y,) =S b(y,)t} = 1 -e-“‘, (58) + 
with the constant p’ bounded by 0 < p-s p’s p+. To transform this into a result 
about i%(u), let u, = tb(y,) for 1s 1. 
We first observe that the discretization to integer times has an asymptotically 
negligible effect on the first passage time variable, namely 
j\~Pr{T&)~ lb(y,)rl}=f~~Pr{T,(y,)~b(y~)t-~(t,~~)} 
= fit Pr 
- 1 
T,(Y,) 
-- t-&(4y,) 
b(y,) I 
9 (59) 
where 0 =G p( t, yI) < 1 is the integer truncation and $( t, yl) = p( t, y,)/ b(y]) has limit 
0. The limit result for the maximal sojourn duration is 
!ic Pr{M,( [u,]) < b-‘(q/t)} = jiz Pr{T,(y,) > [b(y,)tJ} = fiz eCtPCrf), (60) -+ 
where u, = rb(y,) and the y, are chosen so that the limit exists. This completes the 
proof of theorem 1. 
Proof of Corollary 1. It is clear that lim sup,,, Pr{ T(x) 2 [tb(x)]} = e-@- and that 
lim inf,,, Pr{ T(x) 3 [tb(x)J} = e-‘p+, due to the nature of p(x). Under the change 
of variables u = tb(x), the duality of T(x) and M(u) establishes the desired result. 
Proof of Corollary 2. Because the largest tail has exponential decay A”, we take the 
definitions b(x) = A-” and H,(x) = b(x)(l -F-,(x)) = 1 for relevant distributions of 
largest order growth and for all x -- > 0. Therefore the limit result of Theorem 1 entails 
lim,,, Pr{ i&( u) s ln( u/ t)/( -1n A )} = e-“‘. Making the change of variables t = A’ 
yields the desired result. 
6. Further applications 
6.1. Maximal selected duration 
Let the semi-Markov process be given and suppose that we wish to superimpose 
a selection process on the maximal sojourn duration so that, for some selected set 
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of index pairs {(i, j)}, only the subject of sojourn durations that begin in state I’ and 
end in state j are admissible in assessing the maximal sojourn duration. Let 1 = 
{(jr A), . . . , (ik,jk)l, 1 s 4, _i G r, define the selected sojourn set of index pairs. We 
conveniently summarize the set 2 in the selector matrix 
@=@(~:)=II4,lI, & = 1 1 if(i,j)EZ, 0 if(i,j)rZI. (61) 
Theorem 1 holds with the modifications that 6(x) is a normalizing function chosen 
so that, for fiV(x)= 6(x)(1 -F;,(x)), the limit inferior of the normalized tail 
A 
Q 0 @ 0 H(x) contains a positive term. Then for any sequence of values x1, x2, . . . + 
co, there exists a subsequence y, = x,, , y, = xy, . . . -+ 00 such that 
p^’ = lim b(y,) = !i+; 
(w, Q 0 @ 0 h(x)4 
I-co (wQ"A4 
(62) 
Under these conditions there is the limiting exponential distribution 
jit Pr{ fC(y,) =S b*(y,)t} = 1 -e+, 
+ (63) 
from which we deduce the corresponding limiting probabilities for the maximal 
selected sojourn duration A?fb( u). In other words, for each t there exists a sequence 
u, = d(n) such that 
(64) 
The parameter p*’ lies in the range O< p^- = lim inf,,, p^(x) < 6’s p^+ =
lim sup,,, b(x) <co. 
Proof. Paralleling the “age of the current sojourn” starting from state g, we introduce 
?. 
the “selected age of the current sojourn” Z,(C) = &,,,,+,(t - maxi% 1 Tk c 5)) and 
define the selected maximal sojourn duration and the selected first passage time 
variables 
A&(t)=sup&([) and fV(x)= min 6. (65) 
C<f &Al)>X 
Let fii( 0, x) = E[e-ei*(x)lb^cx) ] be the Laplace transform of the selected normalized 
first passage time until a selected sojourn of duration at least x, starting from the 
initial state uO= i. Due to the selection process, ?i(X) has the following modified 
decomposition [cf. equations (43-44)]: 
C(x)= “, 1 if&t 2 x, q(x)+ t if&t <x. (66) 
Incorporating these changes into the matrix formulation for 6(0, x) yields 
(6(x)(1-Q)+Q~(@~~(x)+BA))ir(O,x)= Q4~“ti(x)e. (67) 
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As long as Qo @oh(x) has a non-trivial tail distribution, it holds that 
A 
fi,@, x) = jg$o +O(Pu(X))) 
as x-f ~0, where s(x) is defined in (62), and lim,,, p(x) = 0. The modified limit 
result follows. 
6.2. Excess runs of heads in random coin tossing 
This example indicates an extension of the basic limit theorem to a semi-Markov 
process having durations of infinite mean length. To exemplify the problem, we 
focus on the Markov chain X,,, X,, . . . on the integers and having transition 
probabilities 
Pr{X,+, =X, + 1) = Pr{X,+, =X,-l}=& fornZ0. (69) 
Define X,=0. Using the interpretation that X,,,, -X,, = 1(-l) defines a head (tail) 
coin toss at trial n + 1, X,, is precisely the excess of heads after toss n. 
Define an excess head run of length n commencing at trial i + 1 to be {Xi = 0, Xi+, > 
O, . . . 7 xt+7j-* > O3 xi+T = 0}, for 0 c i c N - 7. The excess tail run is similarly defined. 
The variable of interest is M(N), the length of the longest excess heads run up to 
toss N. 
To phrase the problem in terms of a semi-Markov chain, we distinguish two 
states: He* which represents an excess heads run and Ta* which represents an 
excess tails run. In order to investigate M(N), we consider T(k), the first passage 
time until an excess heads run of length at least k. The sojourn duration distributions 
for the two states are 
1 - FH,.(2m) = 1 - F,,.(2m) = Pr{run length> 2m) = (70) 
We again employ the notation E = (: i) on the states He* and Ta*. We have 
E-F(2m)=(~m)-“2E+O(m-3’2) (71) 
as m + co. The transition probability matrix for the induced semi-Markov process is 
As both success and failure runs are included in the semi-Markov chain, we employ 
the selection methodology of Section 6.1 to the excess heads run behavior. The 
necessary selector matrix is @ = (A A) for excess heads runs. 
We now specify 6(x) = x and seek a non-degenerate limiting distribution G(t) = 
lim,,, Pr{ T(x) s xt} for the first passage time variable (cf. [13]). We again solve a 
system of linear equations to yield U( 8, x) = (I - Q 0 D( 8, x))-‘C( 0, x), where 
U( 8, x) = E[e-BT(x)‘x]. Because 6(x)=x, we find that C( 8, x) = 
epB(Q~@~(E-F(x))e) and 
(72) 
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The Laplace transform has the limit lim,,, U,( 0, X) = lim,,, b( 0, x)/(6( 8, x)+ O), 
where 
A (w, @ o Q o (E - F(x))4 
p(e’x)=xe-“(~, Qo(Jt (E-j7(&))e-ec’” d[)e)’ 
Under the change of variable y = t/x, the integral becomes 
(73) 
as x + CO. Note that p^( 0) = lim,,, p^( 0, x), for lim,,, xI’~(E - F( [xJ )) = (2/rr)“‘E. 
Therefore we deduce that 
-‘(w, @oQoEe) 
(Y Q"W ' (75) 
In the present example (w, Q, 0 Q 0 Ee)/(w, Q 0 Ee) = 4. It now follows that G( 1) 
depends on the non-degenerate Laplace transform (1 + 28 JA y--1/2 eec’-Y) dy)-‘. 
In the excess heads run example, the Laplace transform of the limiting normalized 
first passage time variable lim,,, T( m)/m is (1-t 28 JA Y-“~ ee”-y’ dy)-‘. Because 
p^( 0) exists for all limit sequences, we deduce lim,,, Pr{M( IV) < Nx} = 1 - G( l/x). 
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